New Manager Of Lunchroom Plans Bakery

Mr. George Shuster has been named new manager of the school lunchroom of Brooklyn College.

Mr. Shuster has been in the food and restaurant field for 25 years, according to administration officials. During the summer he will plan the construction of a new cafeteria, which will supply both cakes and pies.

Other improvements planned are extension of the counter at both ends, a counter for sandy milk, and a cooler.

As manager, Mr. Shuster will be in charge of the Commerce undergraduate cafeteria, the Army Reserve cafeteria, and the Faculty Dining Room, as well as the main cafeteria.

SC to Picket Convent Ave. Auto Hazard

Members of Student Council will picket for the closing of Convent Avenue between 118th and 119th Streets. The picketing is planned to begin at 8 a.m. and continue until 3 p.m.

In other actions, Council voted to approve a special student-participation in the Sanitation Week with the establishment of a "Broom Brigade" to sweep the streets.

New Manager of Lunchroom Plans Bakery

Mr. George Shuster has been named new manager of the school lunchroom of Brooklyn College.

Shuster has been in the food and restaurant field for 25 years, according to administration officials. During the summer he will plan the construction of a new cafeteria, which will supply both cakes and pies.

Other improvements planned are extension of the counter at both ends, a counter for sandy milk, and a cooler.

As manager, Mr. Shuster will be in charge of the Commerce undergraduate cafeteria, the Army Reserve cafeteria, and the Faculty Dining Room, as well as the main cafeteria.

Dorms in Manhattanville Approved 'In Principle'

The members of the Administration Building Committee agreed "in principle" on the establishment of men's dormitories in Manhattanville at the Committee's meeting last Thursday afternoon, according to Dean Morton Gottschalk (Liberal Arts).

No specific plans, however, have been made, and the number of students to be accommodated, as well as the number of buildings to be devoted to dormitory space, is as yet undetermined. Of the two buildings that have dorm facilities, Founder's Hall has three floors of single rooms, with provisions for about 100 students. While Academic Hall has dorm space on the top floor.

Some of the classrooms which are at the northern end of the building property may be ready for use in the fall. As to the transferal of an entire department to Manhattanville, no plans have yet been made.

Since the Committee feels that a ten-minute break is long enough to commute between the buildings now used and those in Manhattanville, special arrangements of programs for students who have to travel there will not be necessary. As Dean Leslie W. Engler (Administration) pointed out, 130th Street is not much further away from Finley Hall, and most of the delay is not caused by the distance, but congestion in the corridors, particularly around exits.

Brooklyn College Forms Two New Grad Schools This Fall

Brooklyn College will initiate a full-time day session Graduate School of Education and a new graduate program in psychology beginning in September, 1952.

The Graduate School of Education is a 3-year program which will lead to a Master of Arts in one of two areas, according to the Department of Family Community by June 1, examination requirements for the master's degree are 1. Completion of a one-year course in organic and inorganic chemistry. A student not following all these requirements must make the necessary arrangements for taking the examination. The requirements are 2. A satisfactory grade on an examination covering undergraduate chemistry to be given at the first semester of graduate work.

The new graduate program in psychology will lead to a Master of Arts degree, and requires a comprehensive test in psychology and a thesis. Thirty credits are required for the degree. Twenty-one of these credits must be in courses in the psychology department.

For the students' General Election

The New York City College was elected to top positions in the New York Metropolitan Region in 1952. The election was held at Brooklyn College last Saturday. Brooklyn College was elected President of the Region, defeating Temple University.

The Bamboo, chairman of the Student Government Association, will serve as Bamboo President, at 9:30 p.m. in a drive to keep the campus free of dirt.

Members of Alpha Phi Omega, student service organization, will form a "Broom Brigade" to sweep Convent Ave. free of dirt while others will parade throughout the campus with signs urging students to join the clean-up activities.

In an attempt to secure student cooperation as cleaning the campus, Alpha Phi Omega will also run a contest for the "Clean-up Week"" program. The winner will be the guest of the college community at the Annual Banquet and the remainder of the prizes will be awarded to students.
II - The Administrator and the Man

By Jerry Ludwig & Jerry Rouse

When Jerry Wright became President of City College in December, 1941, he confronted with a multitude of diverse and unique problems, some of which he had faced with the job, and others which arose because of the war and its ensuing ramifications.

Chosen from a list of more than 160 candidates, President Wright had the opportunity to exercise the qualities which the Special Board Committee had known. His ability to adapt to "precaution, effectiveness, and dignity," in spite of "an extraordinary number of large and acute problems," was demonstrated during his tenure as Acting President was needed now more than ever.

The Board had recognized Dr. Wright's complete familiarity with the situation at City College, and had further recognized it to be a "splendid asset in creating a climate moving forward with an aggressive handling of its problems."

But it was going to be very difficult to move forward. The school was overcrowded, particularly in need of new funds, and suffered the particular difficulties peculiar to all the new wrangling about the required two year ROTC course during the existence Consolidation, City College had at this time the largest voluntary corps in the world.

In addition, in April, 1943, the Second Service Command se announced that the ROTC students would be required to perform more than 12,000 troops had been classified through here. Then in May, 1943, the Army's Special Training Program opened at the College.

Ed. Note

This is the last in a series of two articles on Dr. Henry N. Wright, returning President of the City College.

One of the most troublesome situations arose out of the quickening of communist influences within the student body. The Committee was organized to investigate the situation in New York City colleges. Throughout the entire investigation. President Wright brought to the much needed calm and dignity required at this difficult time.

While cooperating with the Committee, President Wright continually emphasized what was in the best interest of the students and faculty. He strove to attain a closer association with all student groups, but while maintaining an "open-door" policy towards constructive student organizations, he had little sympathy for those who created unrest for the sake of merely causing confusion.

When President Wright took office, student activities were comparatively undeveloped side by side with the student body. It is only during the last few years that such departments as Student Life and the Guidance office, the administration, and faculty. He strove to keep his proper prospective.

In looking back upon his administrativ years at City College, a tenure ranging over of the most disturbed days of the world has ever known, President Wright feels a genuine satisfaction in the realization he has acted according to "the standards and the ideals that he had the courage of his convictions.

Jerry Noble Wright has called upon as President of the City College to stand by his beliefs and stand up for his beliefs. President Wright has always attempted to maintain his simple principle: "Nothing that he has ever done for the years."

HARRY N. WRIGHT presenting President Truman with the MacArthur Fellowship Award.

The late Rep. Sol Bloom (left) looks on at the White House ceremony for the Denver Medal commemorating the Centennial of the College in 1943. The presentation was made to President Wright by the American Society for the Advancement of Science, and a member of Sigma Xi, "World, "The Mathematical Association of America, and American Association of the University Professors. He is a honorary member of the American Alumni and META Gamma Sigma. Dr. Wright also belongs to the American Board Committee Council Churches. He is the author of "First Course in Theory of Numbers," and a member of "The World's Great Church."

In keeping with the situation at City College and the demands of the educational interests of the city, the leadership of which should come from City College. Senator Leal and the Guidance office, the administration, and faculty. He strove to keep his proper prospective.
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Beavers Split Doubleheader With Hofstra

By Ed Lipton

CCHY split a doubleheader yesterday, at the latter’s home field.

The Flying Dutchmen capped a solid all-around effort by winning both games, 3-1, on a walk-off single to left by Warren Neuberger in the bottom of the ninth. The Beavers, on the other hand, scored a key run in the top of the ninth to take the opener, 4-3. Baretz’s four bagger with two on in the first, and Julie Glassman’s homer in the sixth with nobody aboard accounted for all the scoring.

Tuesday, at Macombs Dam Park, the Beavers lost to Manhattan College, 10-8, on a home run by Andy McGowan in the ninth with two mates aboard. The loss snapped the Beavers’ winning streak at four. CCHY climbed out of the cellar on May 1, as they swept a twin bill again at Wagner, 3-2, 10-0, in ahead of two Brooklyn men. The two mile run for City, but with 11-7. Ben Timberg led the Beavers offensively, driving in five runs with a double and a homer. Seventeen year old freshman Red Broudryd sent the distance on the hill for City. Except for two bad innings, the first and sixth, he hurled well.

Beaver Harriers Down Maroon 80-60; Fields Wins 3 Events

The Beaver Harriers won their first dual meet of the season, as they downed Brooklyn College by a score of 80-60, at Lewisohn Stadium, yesterday afternoon. In a one mile relay, the team of Bob Armstrong, Bill Plummer, Joe Lemon and Fred Donato captured the finish line third for the Beavers, leading CCHY to a first place finish in sixteen first places in the meet. Charlie Fields closed out fourteen out of sixteen first places in the meet. Charlie Fields closed out a brilliant career at the College.

Joe Spencer and Shelly Bingle hung up between second and third, with Radman taking second in the one mile run.

The loss snapped the Beavers’ winning streak at four. CCHY climbed out of the cellar on May 1, as they swept a twin bill again at Wagner, 3-2, 10-0, in ahead of two Brooklyn men. The two mile run for City, but with 11-7. Ben Timberg led the Beavers offensively, driving in five runs with a double and a homer. Seventeen year old freshman Red Broudryd sent the distance on the hill for City. Except for two bad innings, the first and sixth, he hurled well.

Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco

In a cigarette, taste makes the difference—and Luckies taste better!
Millermen Face Kaydets Sat.; Hofstra Beats Beavers, 14-2

By Joe Marcus

The City College Lacrosse team will attempt to get back into winning ways this Saturday when they travel to West Point to face a powerful Army B team. The Kaydets are regarded as one of the top JV teams in the nation this season. On the following Saturday the Beavers will meet Adelphi College. Adelphi has been a hot and cold team all season, but displays a very powerful attack.

The Beavers' chances for an even split on the season were severely hampered last Saturday by a very powerful Hofstra squad, 14-2. The Flying Dutchmen defeated the Millermen for the second consecutive time this season. The Blue and Gold Hofstra team wrapped up the game in the opening period with a goal at the 13:35 mark.

With ten minutes gone by in the second quarter, the Beavers scored their first goal when Arnie Leverson took a pass from Jack Mahon to beat Lester Grice in the Hofstra goal. The Blue and Gold enjoyed a 9:1 lead at the end of the first half.

Hofstra completely dominated the play in the third period, tallying three goals.

With Hofstra holding a 12:1 lead entering the final quarter, play for the Dutchmen.

GENERAL CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED

Men and Women—over 400 openings with country and day camps affiliated with the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies. Minimum age 16, Preference given to psychology, sociology and education majors, with previous camp or group experience. Apply in person.

FEDERATION EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
67 West 47th Street, New York City
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday — 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
NO FEES

Beaver Netmen Whip Queens, 6-3; Shutout by Violets, 9-0

By Herbelle Misence

The City Netmen clinched the first doubles match, 9-0, with the top JV team in the nation, Massandra winning without a break. Queens pulled to within 4-2 as Muzzy Saracoglu defeated City's John Faye, 6-8, 6-3, 6-1, and Jack Shapiro whipped War­ren Burt, 7-5, 8-4.

STAY TUNED

NEW COMPLETE COURSE

in preparation for the coming examinations for REGULAR LICENSE or TEACHERS' LICENCES

Common Branches — License No. 1

Applications to date of art examination.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.

Applications to date of examination for Primary and Individual. Applications for Secondary and Art.